H/CAMS

H/CAMS is our comprehensive family of applications, databases, and services dedicated to crude assay management. Tools include Property Calculator, Yield Blend, Flash Assay Updater, Assay Data Converters, and Output Interfaces. Connect to our supported commercial assay libraries.

- User Friendly Graphical Interface
- Tray Efficiency Modelling
- Automatic Flash Assay Updates
- Blend Optimizer
- Cut Point Optimization & Swing Cut Modelling

Crude Assays
- Access & process any number of crude assays
- Add new crude assays and update old assay data easily

Properties & Qualities
- Graphically smooth, extend, and compare property curves
- Predict cut qualities for crudes and cut points for crude towers

Blend Optimizer
- Determine best mix of crudes to meet property specs
- Find most economical blend opportunities

Automatic Interfacing
- Auto interface with other software
- Link and feed assay data to planning and scheduling systems
- Link to Process Simulators

WHO IS USING H/CAMS

Oil Company Corporate Offices
Research Organizations & Laboratories
Refinery Planning & Process Engineers
Energy Consultants
Engineering Companies
Oil Production Companies

CONTACT US

Locations Worldwide  +1 973 627 1424  +961 71 428 579  www.haverly.com/sales